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ABSTRACT The study of nuclear mechanical properties can provide insights into

nuclear dynamics and its role in cellular mechanotransduction. While several methods
have been developed to characterize nuclear mechanical properties, direct intracellular probing of the nucleus in situ is challenging. Here, a modiﬁed AFM (atomic force
microscopy) needle penetration technique is demonstrated to mechanically characterize cell nuclei in situ. Cytoplasmic and nuclear stiﬀness were determined based
on two diﬀerent segments on the AFM indentation curves and were correlated with
simultaneous confocal Z-stack microscopy reconstructions. On the basis of direct
intracellular measurement, we show that the isolated nuclei from ﬁbroblast-like cells
exhibited signiﬁcantly lower Young's moduli than intact nuclei in situ. We also show
that there is in situ nucleus softening in the highly metastatic bladder cancer cell line
T24 when compared to its less metastatic counterpart RT4. This technique has potential to become a reliable quantitative measurement tool for
intracellular mechanics studies.
KEYWORDS: nuclear mechanics . cell stiﬀness . nuclear stiﬀness . intact nucleus . cancer cell . membrane penetration .
atomic force microscopy

H

ow does nuclear mechanics play a
role in cellular mechanotransduction?
A number of studies have established that nuclear mechanics signiﬁcantly
evolves during many normal processes such
as development, diﬀerentiation and aging,
and also under pathological conditions.14
The nuclear lamina (also termed the
nucleoskeleton) and heterochromatin are
the major mechanical components that
regulate the viscoelastic properties of
nuclei.5,6 Notably, the nuclear lamina not
only acts as scaﬀold for the nucleus but
also appears to interact closely with the
genome.7 It has been shown that the level
of lamin-A (the major structural component
of lamina) expression signiﬁcantly inﬂuences mesenchymal stem cell lineage diﬀerentiation.8 However, how these mechanical
components play roles in global gene regulation is not well understood.
LIU ET AL.

There exist mechanical connections between the extracellular matrix (ECM) and
the nucleoskeleton.9 Change in the spatial
organization of chromatin (e.g., due to stress)
contributes prominently to its regulation.10
Therefore, the physical environment of the
cell is thought to inﬂuence intracellular and
nuclear responses, including nuclear mechanics. Speciﬁcally, the nucleus has been
shown to be deformed upon applied physical
stimuli,11 and the corresponding deformation and subsequent biological consequences depend in part on the mechanical
properties of the nucleus.6 Quantitative
characterization of nuclear mechanical
properties may provide insights for understanding mechanisms underlying cell proliferation and diﬀerentiation as well as
nuclear envelope/lamina-related diseases.
Nuclei mechanical properties can be
measured either with isolated nuclei or with
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Figure 1. (A) SEM image of AFM needle tip from FIB milling of pyramidal tip (inset); (B) a ﬂuorescent image with cross sections
of cell stained for membrane (red) and nucleus (blue); optical images of AFM indentation of (C) isolated nucleus of ﬁbroblastlike valve interstitial cell (VIC) and (D) a single intact cell (VIC).

nuclei kept in the intact cell. Measuring nuclei in situ is
apparently advantageous in many aspects including
maintenance of the cellular physiological environment
because the nucleus is neither suspended nor ﬂoating
within the cytosol, but instead is physically integrated
with the cytoskeleton through the LINC complex.12
However, direct measurements of nuclear mechanics
in situ are technically challenging and were thus rarely
conducted.
Several experimental techniques and tools have
been utilized for studying single cell nuclear mechanics,
such as micropipette aspiration (MA),5 atomic force
microscopy (AFM),13 and substrate straining.14 However, the fact that the nuclei were either isolated (e.g.,
MA) or measured in an intact form but indirectly (i.e., to
deform the nucleus through the cell membrane and
cytoplasm with, e.g., MA, AFM or substrate strain) has
prevented those techniques from performing direct
mechanical measurements on intact cell nuclei in situ.
The only technique that was reported for direct measurements on intact nuclei is magnetic tweezers with
nanoparticles attached to the nuclear membrane;15
however, forces exerted to the nucleus by magnetic
nanoparticles are usually at the piconewton level and
are often insuﬃcient to deform the nucleus.
In this paper, we demonstrate the use of focus ion
beam (FIB) to modify standard pyramidal AFM tips into
sharp needle tips (Figure 1A) to penetrate the cell
membrane.16 The sharp needle tips enable direct characterization on intact cell nuclei in situ with minimal
damage introduced to the cell. Cells were ﬂuorescently labeled and imaged with confocal microscopy
(Figure 1B) to facilitate visualizing the penetration. We
then compare stiﬀness diﬀerences between isolated
(Figure 1C) and intact (Figure 1D) nuclei. We further
demonstrate that the nuclear mechanical properties of
two bladder cancer cell lines correlate well with their
metastatic eﬃciency. Cellular stiﬀness has been used
to identify cancerous cells, based on altered Young's
modulus values compared to benign cells.17,18 Cancer
progresses with the reorganization or disruption of the
cytoskeleton, which results in altered cancer cell stiﬀness and metastatic eﬃciency.19 We previously
LIU ET AL.

reported the cellular diﬀerence in mechanical properties of two bladder cancer cell lines, T24 and RT4.20
T24 is a cell line derived from poorly diﬀerentiated
(grade III, invasive) human bladder carcinoma,21 and
RT4 is from a grade I urothelial carcinoma (noninvasive;
sometimes termed papilloma).22 These two cell lines
represent two extremes of the bladder carcinoma
spectrum.
T24 and RT4 cell lines are known to exhibit diﬀerent
human leukocyte antigen proﬁles,23 growth and migration characteristics,24 receptor expressions and
morphological features,25,26 and in vitro responsiveness to chemotherapeutic agents, such as mitomycin
C (MMC).27 From the mechanics prospective, we previously found that RT4 cells exhibit signiﬁcantly higher
Young's moduli than T24 cells, revealing that invasive
T24 has reduced stiﬀness compared to noninvasive
RT4. Furthermore, we have also shown the diﬀerence
in the F-actin content and its distribution/reorganization
within these two cell lines, implying a diﬀerence
in cellular internal stress.
Since the nucleus is shown to be able to sense and
remodel itself to maintain tensional homeostasis when
exposed to mechanical stimuli,8,11 we hypothesized
that nuclear mechanical properties would diﬀer between the T24 and RT4 cell lines, in correlation with
their diﬀerent F-actin content and organization. Therefore, by applying the AFM needle tip technique, we
characterized and compared the mechanical properties of in situ nuclei between RT4 and T24 cells. The
characterization results, for the ﬁrst time, quantitatively
demonstrated that intact nuclei in situ have higher
stiﬀness than isolated nuclei, intact nuclei are signiﬁcantly stiﬀer than the cytoplasm, and the intact nuclei
of RT4 cells have signiﬁcantly higher Young's moduli
than those of T24 cells.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Figure 2 shows typical AFM force-displacement data
including approach (blue) and retract (red) curves,
indicating successful penetration of the sharp needle
tip into the cell membrane and nucleus. The approach
curve has four distinct segments (separated by dashed
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lines in Figure 2), each having a characteristic slope
that corresponds to four diﬀerent stages in the AFM
needle penetration process. The “Approaching” segment (before point A on Figure 2) is largely ﬂat because
the AFM needle tip has not made contact with the cell
membrane. The “CMP” (cell membrane penetration)
segment suggests that the needle tip touches the cell
membrane, deforms it, and then penetrates the membrane when the AFM cantilever tip is further lowered
(denoted by the slope changing point A and the peak
force relaxation, Figure 2).
After the cell membrane is penetrated, the needle
tip loads the nucleus and ﬁnally penetrates the nuclear
envelope (denoted by the slope changing point C and
the peak force relaxation, Figure 2). The second peak
force relaxation was similarly used to indicate tip
penetration into the nucleus as in a previous report.28
The corresponding “NMP” (nuclear membrane penetration) segment on the force-displacement curve
shows a diﬀerent slope compared to the slope in
segment “CMP”. These two segments are used to
interpret the stiﬀness of intact nucleus in situ and
the stiﬀness of whole cell, respectively. The distance
between the slope changing points in segment
“CMP” and “NMP” indicates the distance between the
LIU ET AL.
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Figure 2. (Top) Experimental AFM data with two distinct
force relaxations during cell membrane penetration (CMP)
and nuclear membrane penetration (NMP). (Bottom) Schematic diagrams showing (A) the needle tip (blue) touching
the cell membrane (yellow), (B) the needle tip having penetrated the cell membrane but before contacting the nuclear
membrane (red), (C) the needle tip deforming the nucleus,
and (D) the needle tip having penetrated both the cell and
nuclear membranes.

undeformed cell membrane and nuclear membrane.
The rapid upward slope at the end of the force curve
(denoted by “Deforming chromatin”, Figure 2) can be
attributed to the eventual contact between the cantilever base and cell membrane,16 and interactions
between the needle tip and deformed chromatin
(Figure 4C in blue). Once the set-point trigger force,
which is the amount of force applied to the cell by the
end of indentation, is reached, the needle tip is then
triggered to retract from the cell.
In order to visualize cell membrane penetration and
conﬁrm the direct nuclear measurement in situ, our
AFM was mounted onto an inverted laser scanning
confocal microscope. As shown in Figures 3 and 4, the
ﬁnal positions of the AFM needle tip relative to the cell
by the end of indentation were captured by confocal
microscopy via Z-stack reconstruction. Figure 3 shows
two typical images of reconstructed confocal cross
section and the corresponding force curve indicating
the needle tip deforming the cell membrane (Figure 3A)
and the penetration of needle tip through the
cell membrane and nuclear deformation (Figure 3B),
respectively.
The large deformation of the cell membrane around
the needle tip (arrows in Figure 3A) suggests that
the needle tip has not penetrated the cell membrane.
This can be veriﬁed by the corresponding force curve
where no peak force relaxation exists. In contrast,
the little deformation of the cell membrane around
the needle tip (Figure 3B) suggests that the membrane
relaxed and returned to the original position after
needle penetration. The distance between the ﬁnal
position of the cell membrane and the end of the
needle tip (Figure 3B) matches the penetration depth
of the needle tip calculated from the force curve
(cantilever deﬂection neglected), conﬁrming that the
membrane indeed returned to the original position.
Membrane penetration was also indicated by the peak
force relaxation in the corresponding force curve
(Figure 3B). Notably, on the corresponding force curve
in Figure 3B there was no force relaxation observed
after cell membrane penetration. This implies that
the needle tip has not penetrated the nuclear envelope, which is also suggested by the deformation of the
chromatin (dashed line in Figure 3B) and the indentation of the laterally tensioned nuclear envelope.
Figure 4 shows a typical image of the needle tip
penetration through both the cell membrane and the
nuclear envelope and the corresponding force curve of
the process. Similarly, the cell membrane penetration
was indicated by both the little deformation of the
membrane around the needle tip (white arrows) and
the ﬁrst peak force relaxation (green arrow, Figure 4A).
It was consistently observed that the contour of the
Hoechst stained chromatin only deformed locally
around the needle tip (green arrows Figure 4C). In
contrast to the more global deformation shown in
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Figure 3. Reconstructed Z-stack confocal images showing the ﬁnal location of the AFM needle tip relative to the cell by the
end of indentation when the trigger force was reached, and corresponding experimental force curves. (A) Cell membrane
deformation (membrane in red) suggested by the large deformation of cell membrane around the needle tip (tip in orange)
(white arrows) and also by absent force relaxation in the force-displacement curve below; (B) cell membrane penetration
suggested by the little deformation of cell membrane around the needle tip (white arrows) and also by the presence of
a signiﬁcant force relaxation in the force curve; this is conﬁrmed by the match between the distance from the ﬁnal position
of the cell membrane to the end of the needle tip (confocal image; ∼3 μm) and the penetration depth of the needle tip (force
curve; ∼3 μm). The nuclear deformation (nucleus in blue) denoted with white dashed line and also conﬁrmed by the absence
of force relaxation after cell membrane penetration.

Figure 4. Experimental force curve (A) showing double peak force relaxation indicating penetration of both cell and nuclear
membranes. CMPD, cell membrane penetration distance; NEPD, nuclear envelope penetration distance. (BD) Z-stack
confocal images of the same cell corresponding to the force curve showing (B) before the needle tip indentation, (C) the ﬁnal
location of needle tip relative to the cell by the end of indentation when the trigger force set-point was just reached,
and (D) after the needle tip has been retracted from the cell. The  symbol in (D) marks the ﬁnal position of the end of the
needle tip.

Figure 3B, the local deformation of the chromatin is
likely caused by the local force applied directly by
the needle tip, implying nuclear envelope penetration.
Furthermore, the corresponding force curve (Figure 4A)
shows a second peak force relaxation (red arrow) that
also indicates nuclear envelope penetration because
the solid-like structure of continuous nuclear envelope
LIU ET AL.

and meshed nuclear laminar would allow the stress to
accumulate until the compressibility limit is exceeded
and the structure collapses.29,30 Interestingly, instead
of insertion into the nuclear chromatin, the needle tip
only caused deformation of the chromatin implying
the highly integrated structure of the condensed
chromatin. Another explanation of this could be that
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disruption on either the cell membrane or the nucleus.
In addition, cell viability following nuclear measurements was conﬁrmed through trypan blue vital staining. All the tested cells were clear of trypan blue
staining, indicating high cell viability, which is in
agreement with other studies using similar or slightly
larger-sized nanoinjectors than our AFM needle tip.34,35
Compared to other experimental techniques that are
used to study nuclear mechanics, AFM needle tip
penetration provides a better solution for characterizing the nucleus in situ without causing unrecoverable
damage to the primary cell structures.
To test whether the physical connection with the
cytoskeleton has an impact on nuclear mechanical
properties, we employed the AFM needle tips to perform measurements on isolated VIC nuclei and nuclei
within intact VICs. The isolated VIC nuclei exhibited
much lower stiﬀness compared to the intact nuclei
(9.29 ( 1.80 vs 26.54 ( 3.41 kPa on soft substrate,
p < 0.05; vs 84.36 ( 16.16 kPa on stiﬀ substrate, p < 0.05,
Figure 5A). It was proposed that the nucleus bears
intracellular stresses and has pre-existing strain in situ.36
Hence, it is imaginable that nucleus would undergo a morphological and/or stiﬀness change when
the surrounding mechanical environment is altered.
Deguchi et al. demonstrated a signiﬁcant reduction in
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the nucleoplasm surrounding chromatin preventing
the needle from inserting into the chromatin since it
has been shown to be highly viscous.31
Therefore, a successful penetration through cell
membrane can be conﬁrmed by both the ﬁrst peak
force relaxation on the force-displacement curve and
the undeformed cell membrane shape around the
tip from confocal imaging. However, without the nuclear envelope speciﬁcally labeled, nuclear envelope
penetration currently can only be inferred based on
the second peak force relaxation on the force curve
and can be additionally supported by the chromatin
local deformation from confocal imaging. On the basis
of the above criteria of force relaxation, the successful
penetration rates of cell membrane alone and both cell
and nuclear membrane were 90% and 34% for 30 VICs
tested, 77.8% and 35.6% for 28 T24 cells tested, and
66% and 37.1% for 27 RT4 cells tested, respectively.
To achieve needle tip penetration, it was found that tip
velocity higher than 10 μm/s and trigger force larger
than 5 nN were needed. Tip change/cleaning proved
useful for minimizing the eﬀect of tip contamination,
and aligning the tip with the center of the nucleus also
helped distinguish the two peak force relaxations on
the force curve.
Furthermore, the slope changing points on the
force-displacement curves correlated well with the
cross-sectional shapes of the cells in the confocal
images (Figures 3 and 4). This supports the hypothesis
that the slope change in the AFM indentation force
curve is due to the change from initial tip contact
with the cell membrane to contact with the nuclear
envelope. The penetration depths, which are the
distances of the slope changing points to the end of
the curve subtracted by cantilever deﬂection (which
ranged from 160 to 400 nm), matched the distances
between the undeformed position of the cell membrane or the nuclear envelope and the ﬁnal position of
the tip of the needle in the confocal images (termed
cell membrane penetration distance (CMPD) and nuclear envelope penetration distance (NEPD), respectively, Figure 4). This conﬁrms that the segments led by
each slope changing point indeed correspond to the
indentation of each of the two phospholipid bilayers
and therefore can be used to calculate the Young's
moduli of the cell and the nucleus, respectively. It is
expected that the Young's moduli measured with
these needle tips will be higher than those measured
with spherical tips in a previous report.20 This discrepancy is attributable to the fact that AFM needle
tips generate large local strains which would result in
hyper-elastic strain stiﬀening of the cells.32,33
The confocal images were also used to evaluate the
impact of needle tip penetration on cell integrity.
Figure 4B,D shows the same cross section of the same
cell where the AFM needle tip was being inserted,
before and after penetration. There was no observable

Figure 5. Experimental data comparing modulus values of
(A) isolated nuclei (n = 10) and intact nuclei on soft (n = 10)
and stiﬀ (n = 10) substrates in situ (*p < 0.05 for all pairwise
comparisons); and (B) RT4 (n = 10) and T24 (n = 10) cells and
their intact nuclei (*p < 0.03).
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METHOD AND MATERIALS
Cell Culture. For comparison between intact and isolated
nuclei, fibroblast-like valve interstitial cells (VICs) were selected

LIU ET AL.

Swift et al. showed that the abundance of nuclear
protein lamin-A in the mesenchymal nuclear lamina is
a major determinant of nuclear physical properties and
cell diﬀerentiation.8 It has also been observed that
increased cytoskeletal tension reduces the turnover
of lamin-A in the nuclear lamina and the increased
lamin-A in turn stiﬀens the nucleus and enhances
osteogenesis.8 This suggests that the increase in
lamin-A, manifested as nuclear physical stiﬀening,
can be an important part of cellular response to
the increased tension from the ECM. In addition,
micropipette aspiration of cell nuclei has shown that
lamin-A indeed confers nuclear stiﬀness and impedes
nuclear deformation under mechanical stress.8 Therefore, the diﬀerence in average nuclear stiﬀness between RT4 and T24 cells is likely caused at least partially
by the diﬀerence in lamina composition, including
lamin-A. However, in the process of progressing into
highly cancerous cells like T24, whether the bladder
cancer cell nuclei function in a similar mechanism as
mesenchymal nuclei in response to reduced tension
needs further study.
This technique can also be potentially used to
characterize the nuclear mechanical properties of cells
in three-dimensional (3D) matrix to gain better understanding of mechanobiology of cell nuclei in a more
physiologically relevant microenvironment. However,
this would require increased length of AFM needle tip
to reach the embedded cells and appropriate interpretation of forceindentation data since interactions
between the needle tip and the 3D matrix would be
even more complex.
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cross-sectional area of the endothelial cell nuclei immediately after isolation and thus proposed that the
endothelial cell nuclei were vertically compressed in
cytoplasm under static conditions.37 Therefore, our
measured stiﬀness reduction of the isolated VIC nuclei
could be attributable to the release from a prestressed
state to a zero-stress state.
Mechanical connections between the nucleus and
the cytoskeleton distort the nuclear envelope under
prestress and may even evoke transcriptional changes
by locally altering the spatial accessibility of chromatin
to transcriptional regulators.10 Such changes are
expected to be positively correlated to the extent of
the distortion.38 By measuring nuclear stiﬀness in
intact VICs cultured on soft (i.e., 11 kPa) and rigid (i.e.,
polystyrene) substrates, our experiments showed that
the substrate stiﬀness also inﬂuenced nuclear stiﬀness
(Figure 5A, *p < 0.05). We previously showed that the
stiﬀness of the substrates on which VICs are seeded
correlated positively with the formation of actin stress
ﬁbres,32 implying increased nuclear stiﬀness measured
here with increased cytoskeletal tension. Additionally,
nuclear stiﬀening on stiﬀ substrates may reﬂect alterations in the amount and conformation of lamin-A.8
Although it is understood that due to the ﬁnite
cell thickness, substrate deformability could post
additional error to the estimated Young's modulus in
AFM indentation measurements, it has been shown
that the error is reasonably small so that it will not mask
the trends of relative comparisons here.32
Finally, we examined the nuclear mechanical properties of two bladder cancer cell lines in light of
previous observations of their reorganization of
F-actin.20 The AFM needle tips were used to measure
the Young's moduli of the intact nuclei of RT4 (n = 10)
and T24 (n = 10) cells. The results showed that
the nuclei of both cell lines exhibited signiﬁcantly
(p < 0.0004) higher stiﬀness than the cell membrane/
cytoplasm (8.4 ( 1.02 vs 5.33 ( 0.73 kPa for RT4;
5.67 ( 0.48 vs 3.42 ( 0.26 kPa for T24, Figure 5B).
Moreover, the average Young's modulus of intact
nuclei of RT4 cells was higher than that of nuclei from
T24 (8.4 ( 1.02 vs 5.67 ( 0.48 kPa, p < 0.03, Figure 5B).
These data show that the less metastatic RT4 cells not
only exhibit higher whole cell stiﬀness, but also have
stiﬀer nuclei compared to T24 cells that have a higher
grade metastatic potential. The positive correlation
between cell and nuclear stiﬀness measured in situ for
RT4 and T24 is thus revealed for the ﬁrst time, although it
is not understood whether the softening of T24 nuclei
depends on the softening of T24 cytoplasm or not.

CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrate that AFM needle penetration can
be used to perform intracellular characterization of cell
nuclei in situ. Force-displacement data are obtained
when the needle tip deforms the cell membrane and
nuclear envelope. The results quantitatively show differences in the stiﬀness of isolated nuclei vs intact
nuclei, nuclei vs cytoplasm, nuclei of cells cultured on
substrates of diﬀerent stiﬀness, and nuclei of cancer
cells having diﬀerent metastatic potential. The main
advantage of this technique for studying nuclear
mechanics is the preservation of the integrity of the
cell structure and the LINC complex. This technique can
be utilized to gain insight into the mechanisms by
which cell nuclei respond to biochemical and biophysical stimuli as well as physiological and pathological
changes, and how nuclear mechanics inﬂuences cell
function and development.

as our cell model since they have abundant cytoskeleton
filaments. VICs were seeded at 10 000 cells/cm2 and cultured
on tissue culture-treated polystyrene with complete medium
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APTES solution for 10 min and then rinsed with ethanol, dried
with N2, and incubated at 120 C for 1 h. The Alexa Fluor 555
NHS ester (Invitrogen) was dissolved in DMSO to 100 μg/mL and
used immediately. The silanized tips were then placed into the
stain solution and incubated for 1 h at room temperature, and
then washed with PBS and DI water and dried with N2.
Confocal Microscopy Imaging. Z-stack images of stained
cells were acquired with a laser scanning confocal microscope
(Nikon A1) using 60 oil-immersion objective (Apo 60 /1.40 Oil
λS DIC N2, Nikon). The AFM was mounted on the confocal
microscope. AFM was combined with confocal imaging for
imaging cell/nuclear membrane deformation and penetration
by the sharp AFM needle tip.
AFM Measurement and Data Analysis. Force measurements for
isolated VIC nuclei, VICs, T24 and RT4 cells were all made in their
culture medium at room temperature (Figure 1C,D). Measurements in each Petri dish were completed within 20 min,
and cell viability was subsequently confirmed through trypan
blue vital staining. Measurements were made via “point and
shoot” and microscope image registration and overlay (MIRO)
and AFM indentation (Bioscope Catalyst, Bruker), over the
center of single isolated nuclei or single intact cell, so as to
avoid influence from neighbor cells.
Force curves captured at the cell center (i.e., over the
nucleus) with distinct force relaxations (corresponding to cell
membrane and nuclear penetration) were used to estimate the
Young's modulus of the cell and the nucleus. While a single peak
in the forceindentation curve indicated the penetration of the
nuclear envelope for the isolated VIC nuclei, two force relaxations were observed in whole cell force measurements resulting
from the penetration of both the cell and nuclear membrane.
The Hertz model for a cylindrical tip (assuming the fabricated
needle tips approximate a cylindrical shape) was applied to ﬁt the
rising slopes of the approach curve before relaxation.32 The
relationship between the indentation depth, h, and the loading
force, F is F = 2a[E/(1  v2)]h, where E is the Young's modulus of
the sample, v is the Poisson ratio of the sample, and a is the radius
of the indenting cylinder. The apparent Young's moduli for
isolated VIC nuclei, cell cytoplasm and intact nuclei are reported
as mean ( standard error of the mean and were analyzed by oneway ANOVA and StudentNewmanKeuls test for pairwise
comparisons in SigmaPlot 11.0. The statistical signiﬁcance in each
comparison was evaluated with p e 0.05 to denote signiﬁcance.
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(Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) with 10% fetal
bovine serum (FBS) and 1% penicillinstreptomycin). Cells were
incubated at 37 C and 5% CO2, and subcultured when close to
confluency up to passage three. Before AFM and confocal
experiments, VICs were passaged and seeded to 35 mm Petri
dishes and 50 mm glass bottom dishes (P50G-0-30-F, MatTek
corp, MA; and GWSt-5040, WillCo Wells BV, The Netherlands),
respectively, at 2500 cells/cm2 and cultured for 24 h so that
single cells could be located. In some experiments, polyacrylamide (PA) gel was used as the soft culture substrate. VICs were
grown on PA hydrogels with compressive elastic (Young's)
moduli of 11 kPa and coated with type I collagen, as described
previously.39 Cellular and nuclear stiffness were measured on
VICs cultured on both Petri dishes and PA gel substrates.
T24 and RT4 cells were obtained from the American Type
Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA). Cells were cultured
in ATCC-formulated McCoy's 5a modiﬁed medium with 10%
FBS and 1% penicillinstreptomycin at 37 C and 5% CO2.
Subculture was conducted before cells reached conﬂuency.
Similarly to VICs, before AFM and confocal experiments, T24
and RT4 cells were passaged and seeded at 2500 cells/cm2 in
35 mm Petri dishes and 50 mm glass bottom dishes, respectively, for 24 h.
VIC Nuclei Isolation. VICs of passage 23 were removed from
the Petri dishes by gently scraping with a cell lifter and
transferred to a prechilled conical tube after they were rinsed
with nuclear extraction buffer (Active Motif). The cell suspension
was subsequently centrifuged for 5 min at 500 rpm, and the
resulting pellet was resuspended in 1 hypotonic buffer (40010
and 40410, Nuclear Extract Kit, Active Motif) and incubated on
ice for 15 min. Detergent (40010 and 40410, Nuclear Extract Kit,
Active Motif) was added directly into the incubated cell suspension, and then the nuclei were separated from the cellular debris
after 30 s centrifugation at 14 000g at 4 C. The supernatant
(cytoplasmic fraction) was discarded and the pellet (containing
nuclei) was then resuspended and transferred to a 35 mm Petri
dish in complete VIC culture medium for 8 h before the AFM
measurements, allowing the nuclei to precipitate and weakly
attach to the dish surface.
Fabrication of AFM Sharp Needle Tips. AFM sharp needle tips
were formed by processing standard AFM cantilevers with a
focus ion beam (FIB)-scanning electron microscope (SEM) dual
beam system (FEI StrataTM DB-235). Individual AFM silicon
pyramidal tips (MLCT-D, Bruker; nominal cantilever spring constant k = 0.03 N/m) were reshaped and sharpened by FIB
etching and then characterized using SEM imaging. The highaspect ratio of the sharp needle tips enables the piercing
through the cell membrane and the indentation of the nuclear
membrane without being disturbed by the premature contact
of AFM tip base and the cell membrane surface, as observed in
indentation experiments with regular pyramidal AFM tips.40
The pyramidal tip was cut into a thin plate by focusing the
FIB on the two areas on each side of the plate. The resulting thin
triangular plate was then rotated for 90 about the central axis
of the original pyramid and etched in the same manner, leaving
a thin needle as desired.40 The FIB process typically takes
approximately 40 min/tip. The tips are 150250 nm in diameter
and 36 μm in length (Figure 1A).
Cell and AFM Tip Fluorescence Staining and Confocal Laser Scanning
Microscopy. CellMask and Hoechst. The plasma membrane of a
cell was stained with the CellMask Deep Red stain (C10046,
Invitrogen), and the cell nucleus was stained with the standard
Hoechst dye (33258). Briefly, a fresh working solution with
concentration of 10 μg/mL of CellMask and 50 μg/mL of
Hoechst was prepared by mixing the two stocking solutions
in warm PBSþ/þ before confocal imaging. The cells were rinsed
with PBSþ/þ and then incubated with the stain working
solution at 37 C for 20 min. Then, the staining solution
was removed, and the stained cells were further rinsed with
PBSþ/þ twice, after which the cells were immediately imaged
with confocal microscopy (Figure 1B).
Alexa555. The AFM needle tips were first treated with
plasma activation for 2 min. (3-Aminopropyl)triethoxysilane
(APTES; 99%) (Sigma-Aldrich) was diluted to 2% in a mixture
of 95% ethanol and 5% DI water. The tips were placed into the
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